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Reviewer's report:

"The public health system" does not have 'needs'. It is the people who use and run the systems who have needs!
p3 '...living with HIV', not 'HIV/AIDS'
p7: access to results to users not just a 'human right' but hope that through engaging users of services in their own treatment and care, they can become more adherent to treatment.
p9: "tests for diagnosing and monitoring HIV" not 'HIV/AIDS' - same on page 11
Suggest authors re-read UNAIDS language policy - HIV/AIDS not used only for very specific aspects.
p12 reference is made to Eysenbach and 10 "e's" - as many readers may not know this suggest spelling these out - in a box? How does table 1 relate to Eysenbach criteria?

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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